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TEXT OF POEM  
Importance-acters 
Become an Importance-acter....as voters, government, politicians and people from different generations 
we can do this together. 
 
Every generation has a calling....we must make sure ours we are not failing. 
Combine elderly, younger and the ones between which I call the bridge generation...and we'll have the 
most powerful manifestation. 
Change is more than possible when we know the power of diversity that unites...that's how all activists 
before us  brought forth what people needed from imagination and darkness into light and sight. 
The future can be reset ...when we known, and act on it, that we must create it with every step. 
Education, especially on these topics, is our own responsibility....we can't just ignore it and furthermore 
create more disability. 
Climate legislation is not a big term for highly educated or certain people...in fact it touches the 
possibility, quality, future and even present of every single one of earth's people. 
Having progressive political candidates is a diamond we must actively publicly cherish...supporting them 
is supporting what they must do for us and it empowers them and makes sure their kind does not perish. 
Vote for those pearls who enter politics because for the people's lives they care...your vote could bring 
them in, so on election day make sure you are the first to be there. 
Activism requires just your vote...and after that you will enjoy that moment simple yet powerful moment 
of being verbally silent yet actively ruling for actually living our hope. 
 
Become an Importance-acter....as voters, government, politicians and people from different generations 
we can do this together. 
 
Progressive climate policy...the key that sustains, protects and makes sure people and planet will continue 
by laying the best policy as foundation for and by you and me. 
Importance of your being is necessary to know....whether you're a voter, part of the government or 
politician, it'll confront and move you to vote for and or act on climate change which is our universal goal. 
Powerful as you are, do you even act on it do you even know and move for it...that a voters vote, 
governmental act and politicians push for climate change is what will guarantee that you will enjoy live 
and (keep enjoying) make it. 
Action-oriented voters, politicians and governments are an example on climate change  and walk (vote, 
act on!) their climate-change talk...because MEN should men's most loyal friend, so we can't leave that to 
pets and no not even to the dog. 
When all of us organize, mobilize, educate among our peers....everyone will vote wisely so that for 
sustainable development goals regarding climate change we can have a global cheers! 
Inspiration is ideally coming from picturing pleasant prosperity...but the stage our climate is now we have 
to get it from preventing worse from happening to damage earth and all people including you and me. 
Vote for and act on climate change...you are in charge to prevent global calamity from harming us and 
even shorten our days. 
 
Become an Importance-acter....as voters, government, politicians and people from different generations 
we can do this together. 
Become an Importance-acter....as voters, government, politicians and people from different generations 
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